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The Effect of Texture Floor Profile
on the Lubricant Film Thickness
in a Textured Hard-On-Soft
Bearing With Relevance to
Prosthetic Hip Implants
Polyethylene wear debris limits the longevity of prosthetic hip implants. We design a pattern
of axisymmetric texture features to increase hydrodynamic pressure and lubricant film
thickness and, thus, reduce solid-on-solid contact, friction, and wear in hard-on-soft pros-
thetic hip implant bearings. Specifically, we study the effect of the texture floor profile on the
lubricant film thickness using a soft elastohydrodynamic lubrication model. We compute the
optimum texture parameters that maximize the lubricant film thickness for different texture
floor profiles, as a function of bearing operating conditions. Flat texture floor profiles create
thicker lubricant films than sloped or curved texture floor profiles for their respective
optimum texture design parameters. We find that the texture feature volume is the most
important parameter in terms of maximizing the lubricant film thickness, because a
linear relationship exists between the texture feature volume with optimum texture param-
eters and the corresponding optimum lubricant film thickness, independent of the texture
floor profile. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4047753]
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1 Introduction
Total hip replacement (THR) is one of the most commonly per-

formed surgeries in the United States (US). About 370,700 THR
surgeries were performed in the US in 2014 (most recent publicly
available data from the National Inpatient Sample), and the
number of THR surgeries is projected to increase to 635,000 by
2030 [1]. THR surgery involves replacing the natural hip joint
with a prosthetic hip implant, which typically comprises a
femoral stem that is fixed in the femur bone and attached to a
femoral head that articulates with an acetabular liner/cup implanted
in the pelvis (see Ref. [2] for figures and detailed information about
THR). The bearing between the femoral head and the acetabular
liner/cup replaces the natural hip function. Different material
pairs for prosthetic hip implant bearing surfaces exist, including
metal-on-polyethylene (MoP), metal-on-metal (MoM), ceramic-
on-polyethylene (CoP), and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC). The
hard-on-soft (MoP, CoP) material combinations account for more
than 90% of the new prosthetic hip implants in the US in 2014
[3]. Evans et al. reviewed multiple case studies and national regis-
tries and estimate that historically, 89% of prosthetic hip implants
achieve 15 years of useful life, 70% last 20 years, and 58% reach
25 years before failing [4].
A revision surgery replaces a failed implant with a new one,

which is costly for the healthcare system and risky for the patient.
The most common failure modes of prosthetic hip implants
include mechanical loosening (55%), instability (14%), and osteo-
lysis around an otherwise well-fixed implant (13%) [5]. Osteolysis
is the weakening and loss of bone due to the body’s inflammatory
response to foreign material originating from the prosthetic hip
implant, typically because of wear. Osteolysis often results in

implant loosening and instability, and has been linked to polyethyl-
ene wear debris [6]. Hence, reducing polyethylene wear remains
important to increasing the longevity of hard-on-soft prosthetic
hip implants, in particular because the average age of THR patients
decreases, while their life expectancy increases, thus making revi-
sion surgery more likely [7].
Methods to reduce polyethylene wear can be categorized into

either improving the mechanical properties of the polyethylene
material or altering the design of the bearing surfaces. The introduc-
tion of highly cross-linked (HXL) ultra-high molecular weight poly-
ethylene (UHMWPE) has decreased polyethylene wear both in vitro
[8] and in vivo [9]. Furthermore, infusing or blending HXL polyeth-
ylene with vitamin-E further reduces wear by increasing oxidation
resistance [10,11]. Alternatively, advanced ceramic materials
increase the hardness and wettability and decrease surface rough-
ness of the femoral heads, thereby also reducing polyethylene
wear [12]. Similarly, surface coatings such as diamond-like
carbon [13,14], tantalum [15], or titanium nitride [16] increase hard-
ness and reduce surface roughness of the femoral head to reduce
polyethylene wear.
Several research groups have used experiments and simulations to

demonstrate that texturing one of the bearing surfaces can reduce
friction and wear by creating lubricant reservoirs [17], trapping
wear particles [18], or increasing hydrodynamic pressure in the
fluid lubricant film between the bearing surfaces, which increases
the lubricant film thickness under constant bearing load. Many
papers use surface texturing to reduce friction and wear in a variety
of engineering applications [19,20]. However, in this paper, we
focus only on textured hard-on-soft prosthetic hip implant bearings
that use the latter mechanism to reduce polyethylene wear.
Different types of experiments have been performed. For

instance, Ito et al. used a hip joint simulator, which allows simulat-
ing in vivo gait and loading, to show that using a textured compared
to a smooth CoCrMo femoral head with an UHMWPE liner reduces
the friction coefficient and UHMWPE wear [17]. In contrast,
pin-on-disk (PoD) experiments employ simplified kinematics,
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loading, and contact geometry consisting of a pin articulating with a
disk, to enable faster wear measurements of material pairs than a hip
joint simulator experiment. For instance, Borjali et al. [21,22] and
Langhorn et al. [23] used PoD experiments with a polyethylene
pin and CoCrMo disk and show that depending on the texture
geometry, a pattern of shallow texture features on the CoCrMo
disk can reduce polyethylene wear by 50% compared to a smooth
disk, due to increased lubricant film thickness between the
bearing surfaces. Furthermore, Chyr et al. [24] and Qiu et al. [25]
used a hybrid apparatus that combines the speed of PoD experi-
ments with operating conditions more closely related to in vivo
gait, and experimentally showed that CoCrMo cylinders with
shallow texture features reduce the friction coefficient by up to
50% compared to smooth cylinders, depending on the texture
geometry and operating conditions. Other experimental configura-
tions include ring-on-disk (RoD) where a ring spins above a station-
ary disk [26], and ball-on-disk (BoD) where a ball and a disk
articulate with a combination of sliding and rolling [27].
Experimental works have also attempted to quantify the influence

of specific texture design parameters, including texture aspect ratio,
texture density, texture shape, and texture floor profile, on different
lubrication metrics such as lubricant film pressure and thickness,
friction coefficient, and wear of the bearing surfaces. Here, we
define the texture aspect ratio and density as the ratio of the depth
and characteristic diameter of the texture feature, and the ratio of
the bearing surface area covered by texture features and the total
bearing area, respectively [24]. The texture shape defines the two-
dimensional (2D) perimeter of the texture feature on the bearing
surface, whereas the texture floor profile specifically describes the
three-dimensional (3D) geometry of the texture feature floor
(local depth), which can be flat, sloped, or curved. Furthermore,
we refer to specific bearing parameters, such as the relative velocity
between bearing surfaces, lubricant properties, and the externally
applied load or bearing load-carrying capacity, as the bearing oper-
ating conditions.
Several researchers experimentally determined the texture aspect

ratio and density required to increase the lubricant film thickness
[28,29] and decrease the friction coefficient and wear [30,31] com-
pared to smooth bearing surfaces. For instance, Cho and Choi per-
formed PoD experiments of UHMWPE pins articulating with
textured steel disks to show that the friction coefficient decreases
with increasing texture density and decreasing texture aspect ratio
[32]. Zhang et al. used RoD experiments of textured stainless
steel and smooth UHMWPE, and smooth stainless steel and tex-
tured UHMWPE to find the optimum texture densities that mini-
mize the friction coefficient in both texturing configurations [33].
A few other studies experimentally showed that altering the
texture shape, or re-orienting it with respect to the lubricant flow
direction, can also increase the lubricant film thickness [34] and
decrease the friction force [35,36] for both unidirectional and recip-
rocating sliding. The pattern of the texture features also affects the
friction coefficient [37], including combining multiple shapes of
texture features [38], or only texturing the bearing inlet, see, e.g.,
Ref. [39]. Note that there is no defined bearing inlet on the
femoral head of a prosthetic hip implant because the direction of
motion constantly changes, thus eliminating the potential benefits
of partial texturing for this application.
Numerical simulations have also been used to determine

optimum texture design parameters that maximize lubricant film
thickness and minimize friction and wear, see e.g., [40,41]. Hydro-
dynamic lubrication (HL) models solve the Navier–Stokes or Rey-
nolds equations to compute the lubricant film pressure between a
textured and smooth bearing surface in relative motion [42,43].
Elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) models additionally solve
the elastic equations to compute the deformation of the bearing sur-
faces in conjunction with the lubricant film pressure [44]. EHL
models are commonly used for textured MoM prosthetic hip
implant bearing surfaces because metallic materials are easily
modeled as linear elastic [45,46]. Soft EHL models work when
one or both of the bearing surfaces deform at low pressure [47].

Qiu et al. used a soft EHL model of textured CoCrMo and
smooth UHMWPE to determine the optimum texture parameters
for a specific operating condition of prosthetic knee implants and
found that they compared closely to naturally occurring texture
parameters on human articular cartilage [25]. Allen and Raeymae-
kers also employed a soft EHL model to study textured CoCrMo
and smooth UHMWPE and compute optimum texture design
parameters for a wide range of bearing operating conditions [48].
Furthermore, simulations of different texture shapes showed that
the orientation of non-axisymmetric shapes with respect to the lubri-
cant flow direction changes the lubricant film pressure and bearing
load-carrying capacity [49,50], and the friction force [51,52]. Other
publications document bearings that comprise a textured
UHMWPE and a smooth metal surface [53,54], and found similar
lubricant film thickness and bearing load-carrying capacity results
to those obtained for a bearing with a smooth UHMWPE and tex-
tured metal surface. However, texturing the UHMWPE surface
may result in a changing texture geometry as the UHMWPE
surface wears under contact, thus altering the texture geometry
and potentially changing the properties of the bearing.
Experiments and simulations also point to the effect of the texture

floor profile on the lubricant film pressure and thickness. Shen and
Khonsari measured the lubricant film pressure of textured, oil-
lubricated steel contacts in RoD experiments and found that
texture features with a flat compared to sloped texture floor
profile result in higher bearing load-carrying capacity [55]. Lu
et al. showed that non-axisymmetric texture shapes and texture
floor profiles result in directional friction coefficients with PoD
experiments of steel contacts lubricated with oil [56]. Nanbu et al.
performed EHL simulations of oil-lubricated steel surfaces with
grooves to optimize the floor profile and found that a sudden
change of the texture depth, i.e., a step bearing, at the texture
inlet and gradual change in texture depth, i.e., a wedge bearing, at
the texture outlet maximize lubricant film pressure under unidirec-
tional sliding [57]. Several HL simulations also optimized the
texture floor profiles under unidirectional sliding and show that
texture floor profiles oriented with respect to the lubricant flow
direction such that a step bearing occurs at the texture inlet and a
wedge bearing at the texture outlet maximizes the lubricant film
thickness, lubricant film pressure, and bearing load-carrying capac-
ity [58–60].
The literature documents optimizing non-axisymmetric texture

shapes and texture floor profiles to maximize lubricant film pressure
and lubricant film thickness for unidirectional and reciprocating
sliding. In contrast, multidirectional sliding, which occurs in pros-
thetic hip implants, requires axisymmetric texture shapes and
floor profiles because the sliding motion constantly changes direc-
tion in the ball-in-socket design. However, no publications docu-
ment optimizing the texture floor profile of axisymmetric surface
texture shapes for multidirectional sliding, specifically in the
context of increasing the lubricant film thickness in hard-on-soft
prosthetic hip implant bearings. Thus, the objective of this paper
is to determine the effect of the texture floor profile and texture
design parameters of axisymmetric surface texture features, on the
lubricant film thickness in textured hard-on-soft bearings, for a
range of operating conditions relevant to prosthetic hip implants.

2 Methods
We model a rigid CoCrMo surface with an array of five axisym-

metric texture features sliding parallel to a deformable polyethylene
counterface with velocity U, thus representing a small portion of an
MoP prosthetic hip implant bearing. Five texture features are
required to obtain results free from edge effects. Increasing the
number of texture features changed the average lubricant film pres-
sure result by less than 3.5%. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
model before (solid line, bearing spacing c) and after polyethylene
deformation d(x,y) (dashed line, lubricant film thickness h(x,y)= c+
d(x,y)). Each texture feature has a constant radius rp= 50 µm, depth
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hp, and is enclosed within an imaginary square cell of length 2r1 that
defines the spacing between texture features. We neglect the curva-
ture and eccentricity of a spherical prosthetic hip implant because
we only consider a small section of the prosthetic hip implant
bearing. The array of texture features is symmetric with respect to
its centerline along the sliding direction, and thus, we apply symme-
try boundary conditions to only simulate half of the array (Fig. 1).
The texture aspect ratio and texture density, which we define as the
ratio between the depth of the texture feature and the diameter of the
circular texture outline on the rigid surface (ϵ= hp/2rp), and the ratio
between the textured area and the total surface area (Sp = πr2p/4r

2
1),

respectively, define the geometry of the axisymmetric texture
features.
We simultaneously solve the Reynolds equation to determine the

lubricant film pressure and solve the elastic equations to compute
the polyethylene deformation. The two-dimensional, steady-state,
incompressible, iso-viscous Reynolds equation is given as

∂
∂x

h3
∂p
∂x

( )
+

∂
∂y

h3
∂p
∂y

( )
= 6μU

∂h
∂x

( )
(1)

where x and y represent Cartesian coordinates, p(x,y) is the lubricant
film pressure, h(x,y) is the lubricant film thickness, μ is the dynamic
viscosity of the lubricant, and U is the relative sliding velocity
between the rigid CoCrMo and polyethylene bearing surfaces.
We non-dimensionalize the Reynolds equation to render the
results independent of the specific setup evaluated in this paper
using the following non-dimensional parameters that have been

established in previous works [25]: X= x/rp, Y= y/rp, H(X,Y)=
h(x,y)/c, and P(X,Y)= p(x,y)/p0. We also define a non-dimensional
flow factor to describe the bearing operating conditions as λ=
3μU/2rpp0, and a non-dimensional bearing surface separation as
δ = c/rp, where p0 is the atmospheric pressure (101,325 Pa) and c
is the dimensional bearing surface separation. The non-dimensional
Reynolds equation is given as

∂
∂X

H3 ∂P
∂X

( )
+

∂
∂Y

H3 ∂P
∂Y

( )
=

λ

δ2
∂H
∂X

( )
(2)

We solve Eq. (2) using the finite difference method (FDM) with
central discretization and a grid size of 301 × 301 nodes per imagi-
nary cell around each texture feature. The inlet and the outlet of
the array of five texture features remain at atmospheric pressure
(P(0,Y)=P(10r1/rp,Y)= 1), and we impose symmetry boundary
conditions (∂P/∂Y(X,0)= ∂P/∂Y(X,r1/rp)= 0) on the other boundar-
ies. Furthermore, we enforce the Reynolds cavitation condition at
each iteration of the pressure computation (P(X,Y)≥Pcav), similar
to other simulations [53,58], and ensure the lubricant film pressure
does not decrease below the vapor pressure of water (5,630 Pa).
We iterate the pressure solution until the L2-norm, or Frobenius-
norm [61], of the difference between consecutive iterations is
less than 10−3. A convergence study shows that increasing the
number of nodes or enforcing a more stringent convergence crite-
rion changes the results by less than 2%, while significantly increas-
ing the computation time.
We apply the converged pressure solution as a boundary condi-

tion to the bottom surface of a finite element analysis (FEA)
model of the polyethylene counterface. We use symmetry boundary
conditions on all side surfaces of the polyethylene, including the
inlet and outlet sides, and we rigidly fix the top surface to represent
a small portion in the center of the polyethylene acetabular liner.
The FEA model is not free to rotate, and therefore, the effect of
lubricant shear forces on the lubricant film thickness is negligible
compared to that of the lubricant film pressure. We use a mesh of
20 quadratic hexahedral elements across each imaginary cell
around a texture feature and 40 elements to model the (3 mm) thick-
ness of the acetabular liner. Mesh convergence studies show that
increasing the number of elements changes the results by less
than 0.5%. We model the polyethylene material using a linear
elastic constitutive model of UHMWPE with Young’s modulus
E = 0.9 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν= 0.46 [62].
The FEA (ANSYS) solves the deformation of a linear elastic, iso-

tropic material as σ=Ce, where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, C is
the stiffness tensor, and e is the strain tensor. The linear elastic con-
stitutive model is accurate for the deformation resulting from pres-
sure values less than approximately 10 MPa, documented in similar
soft EHL problems [63]. The maximum pressure observed in this
work did not exceed 4.5 MPa. We add the polyethylene deforma-
tion to the bearing surface separation c to update the lubricant
film thickness and recalculate the lubricant film pressure. We
iterate between the lubricant film pressure and polyethylene defor-
mation solutions until the L2-norm of the difference between con-
secutive deformation iterations changes by less than 10−3. We
compute the bearing load-carrying capacity from the absolute pres-
sure in the lubricant film, W=

��
P(X,Y)dXdY=Pavg, and compare

this result with the external pressure load applied to the bearing.
Note that W= 1 indicates no load-carrying capacity. We adjust
the bearing surface separation until the lubricant film pressure, poly-
ethylene deformation, and bearing load-carrying capacity all simul-
taneously converge, and the bearing load-carrying capacity is
within 5% of the external pressure load. Figure 2 shows a flowchart
of the numerical simulation.
We perform the simulations on a desktop computer with four

cores. Runtimes to reach a converged solution ranged between
17.5 min and 3.5 days, with an average runtime of 3.3 h (solving
the Reynolds and elastic equations 16 times on average).
We simulate texture features with different axisymmetric texture

floor profiles including spherical (curved), cylindrical (flat), and

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the EHL model, showing the array of
texture features (only half is modeled because of symmetry).
The polyethylene deformation is schematically illustrated with
a dashed line. (b) Top view of the textured surface.
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conical (sloped), to determine the effect of texture floor profile on
the lubricant film thickness. Figure 3 shows a schematic of axisym-
metric texture features with the different texture floor profiles. Note
that in theory, dH/dX will be infinite at the edge of the cylindrical
texture features. However, the mesh required for the finite differ-
ence method results in a finite value of the derivative that allows
us to solve Eq. (2) for the cylindrical texture features.
Table 1 shows the ranges of the non-dimensional parameters we

consider in the simulations. We specify a nominal value of each
parameter, which we use whenever the parameter is held constant.
We select the nominal values for numerical stability and meaningful
comparisons across different bearing operating conditions. We
simulate a non-dimensional bearing load-carrying capacity of up
to 19.738, which corresponds to a dimensional value of 2 MPa,
and is the bearing load-carrying capacity recommended for physical
testing of hard-on-soft prosthetic hip implant materials [64]. We
simulate the flow factor over several orders of magnitude, which
exceeds the flow factor expected for a prosthetic hip implant but
is necessary to maintain full-film lubrication in the EHL model
and avoid contact between the bearing surfaces. Furthermore, we
evaluate the texture density over its entire range, with Sp,max= π/4,
and consider a range of texture aspect ratios that contains the
optimum value to maximize the lubricant film thickness [48].
The minimum lubricant film thickness for each set of bearing

operating conditions and texture design parameters allows

evaluating the effect of the surface texture on the lubricant film
thickness because it describes where the bearing surfaces first
make contact. Thus, we determine the texture parameters that
result in the largest value of the minimum lubricant film
thickness and refer to them as the optimum texture parameters
(ϵopt and Sp opt). Correspondingly, we define the optimum lubricant
film thickness Hopt as the largest attainable value of the non-
dimensional minimum lubricant film thickness for a specific set
of bearing operating conditions, resulting from the optimum
texture parameters (ϵopt and Sp opt).

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Typical Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Solutions.

The shape and floor profile of the texture features affect the local
lubricant film pressure, because they affect the local lubricant veloc-
ity. Figure 4(a) shows a 3D view of the non-dimensional lubricant
film pressure across the array of spherical texture features, for
typical texture parameters (ϵ= 0.05 and Sp= 0.20) and bearing
operating conditions (W= 4.935 and λ= 0.300). Figure 4(b)
shows a 3D view of the non-dimensional lubricant film thickness
across the array. Furthermore, Fig. 4(c) shows the non-dimensional
lubricant film pressure and Fig. 4(d ) shows the non-dimensional
lubricant film thickness at the centerline of the middle texture
feature in the array and for each of the three texture floor profiles
considered in this work. We report the lubricant film thickness
and polyethylene deformation non-dimensionalized with the
texture feature diameter (2rp= 100 µm), as this remains constant
throughout the entire paper. Thus, H(X,Y)= h(x,y)/2rp, D(X,Y)=
d(x,y)/2rp. This contrasts with the bearing surface separation c,
used for the non-dimensional lubricant film thickness in Eq. (2),
which changes in each simulation. Figure 4(e) shows the local
average lubricant velocity, averaged across the lubricant film thick-
ness and non-dimensionalized with the average lubricant velocity at
the inlet of the array of texture features, and Fig. 4( f ) shows the
derivative of the non-dimensional average lubricant velocity
along the centerline of the middle texture feature in the array.
From Fig. 4, we observe that the non-dimensional lubricant film

pressure decreases to the cavitation pressure at the texture inlet
because the non-dimensional average lubricant velocity decreases
as the lubricant enters a diverging channel. Within the cylindrical
texture features, the non-dimensional lubricant film pressure then
increases linearly and abruptly reaches a maximum at the outlet
of the texture feature. This maximum becomes more pronounced
with increasing texture aspect ratio because the lubricant volume
that exits the step bearing at the texture outlet increases linearly
with the texture aspect ratio. In the case of spherical and conical
texture features, the non-dimensional lubricant film pressure
changes nonlinearly within the texture feature and does not experi-
ence an abrupt increase at the outlet of the texture feature because,
in contrast with the cylindrical texture feature, a smoother transition
exists from the texture feature to the untextured bearing area (wedge
bearing). Nanbu et al. [57] and Brizmer et al. [65] showed similar
lubricant film pressure as in Fig. 4.
The non-dimensional average lubricant velocity along the center-

line of the texture feature is inversely proportional to the non-
dimensional lubricant film thickness because the local lubricant

Fig. 3 Axisymmetric texture features with different texture floor
profiles: (a) spherical, (b) cylindrical, and (c) conical

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the numerical simulation

Table 1 Non-dimensional parameters

Parameter
Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Nominal
value

Bearing load-carrying
capacity, W

2.467 19.738 4.935

Flow factor, λ 0.003 0.300 0.300
Texture aspect ratio, ϵ 0.010 0.100 0.050
Texture density, Sp 0.100 0.700 0.200
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velocity decreases with increasing local lubricant film thickness to
maintain a constant volumetric flowrate. The derivative of the non-
dimensional average lubricant velocity with respect to the
X-coordinate shows how the non-dimensional average lubricant
velocity changes across the texture feature. A negative derivative
indicates that the non-dimensional average lubricant velocity
decreases, which corresponds to a diverging channel created by
the texture floor profile. Likewise, a positive derivative corresponds
to a converging channel. Thus, we observe that the non-dimensional
average lubricant velocity decrease caused by the divergent floor

profile of the cylindrical texture feature is localized at the texture
inlet, and the non-dimensional average lubricant velocity increase
caused by the convergent texture floor profile is localized at the
texture outlet. A region of constant non-dimensional average lubri-
cant velocity exists inside the cylindrical texture feature, which cor-
responds to the region of linearly increasing non-dimensional
lubricant film pressure. In contrast, the spherical and conical
texture floor profiles show decreasing non-dimensional average
lubricant velocity (and diverging flow) throughout the entire front
half of the texture feature, and increasing non-dimensional

Fig. 4 (a) 3D view of the non-dimensional lubricant film pressure for an array of texture features with spherical texture floor pro-
files (ϵ=0.050, Sp=0.200,W=4.935, and λ=0.300); (b) 3D view of the lubricant film thickness for the array of texture features; (c)
non-dimensional lubricant film pressure along the centerline of the middle texture feature in the array; (d ) non-dimensional lubri-
cant film thickness; (e) non-dimensional average lubricant velocity, and ( f ) derivative of the non-dimensional average lubricant
velocity
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average lubricant velocity (and converging flow) throughout the
entire back half of the texture feature. This constantly changing
non-dimensional average lubricant velocity explains the non-linear
increase in non-dimensional lubricant film pressure observed inside
the spherical and conical texture features.
The EHL solution accounts for the deformation of the soft poly-

ethylene bearing surface. Figure 5(a) shows the polyethylene defor-
mation and FEA model mesh, whereas Fig. 5(b) depicts the
polyethylene deformation along the centerline of the middle
texture feature in the array, for typical texture parameters (ϵ=
0.05 and Sp= 0.20) and bearing operating conditions (W= 4.935
and λ= 0.300). From Fig. 5, we observe that the polyethylene defor-
mation is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the
lubricant film thickness, which explains why the texture feature
geometry dominates the lubricant film thickness shown in Figs.
4(b) and 4(d).

3.2 Effect of Bearing Operating Conditions on Lubricant
Film Thickness. Figure 6 shows the non-dimensional minimum
lubricant film thickness as a function of texture aspect ratio for dif-
ferent values of the texture density, and for spherical (Figs. 6(a) and
6(b)), cylindrical (Figs. 6(c) and 6(d )), and conical (Figs. 6(e) and
6( f )) texture floor profiles. Furthermore, we present the results
for constant bearing load-carrying capacity (W= 4.935) and
varying flow factor λ (Figs. 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e)), and constant
flow factor (λ= 0.300) and varying bearing load-carrying capacity
W (Figs. 6(b), 6(d ), and 6( f )). From Fig. 6, we observe that an

optimum texture aspect ratio and texture density exist that maxi-
mize the non-dimensional minimum lubricant film thickness for
each texture floor profile, and each set of operating conditions
(W and λ). From Fig. 6, we observe that the minimum lubricant
film thickness is less sensitive to the texture density than to the
texture aspect ratio, as multiple lines overlap near the opti-
mum, indicating that a range of texture density values (approxi-
mately Sp= 0.10–0.40) will maximize the non-dimensional
minimum lubricant film thickness. Additionally, the non-dimen-
sional minimum lubricant film thickness strongly depends on the
texture aspect ratio for cylindrical texture features, indicated by
lines with significant curvature where an obvious maximum exists
in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d ). The non-dimensional minimum lubricant
film thickness with conical texture features does not depend signif-
icantly on the texture aspect ratio, as the value of the non-
dimensional minimum lubricant film thickness remains almost
constant with increasing texture aspect ratio as shown in Figs.
6(e) and 6( f ). This is because a change in texture aspect ratio pro-
duces a greater change in texture feature volume for the cylindrical
texture features than the conical and spherical texture features. Cor-
respondingly, the optimum texture aspect ratio is higher for the
conical than for the cylindrical texture features, under constant
bearing operating conditions, because the conical texture features
require a greater aspect ratio than the cylindrical ones to obtain a
similar texture feature volume.
For the ease of discussion and nomenclature, we define the

maximum value of the non-dimensional minimum lubricant film
thickness obtained for each set of bearing operating conditions,
and the corresponding texture aspect ratio and texture density, as
the optimum lubricant film thickness and optimum texture parame-
ters, respectively. Therefore, the optimum lubricant film thickness
represents the best-case minimum lubricant film thickness for the
given bearing operating conditions. Figure 7 shows the optimum
lubricant film thickness as a function of (a) the flow factor with
constant bearing load-carrying capacity (W= 4.935), and (b) the
bearing load-carrying capacity with constant flow factor (λ=
0.300), for each texture floor profile, extracted from Fig. 6. We
observe that the cylindrical and conical texture features create the
thickest and thinnest lubricant films, respectively, differing approx-
imately 11–15%. This is in agreement with the experimental results
documented by Shen on Khonsari, who found that flat texture floor
profiles create higher load-carrying capacity than sloped texture
floor profiles [55]. It is not surprising that the cylindrical texture fea-
tures produce the greatest lubricant film thickness because step
bearings have long been known to be the optimum shape for
increasing the load-carrying capacity [66]. We also observe that
the optimum lubricant film thickness increases with increasing
flow factor because it increases the lubricant viscosity and/or rela-
tive flow velocity. Furthermore, the optimum lubricant film thick-
ness decreases with increasing bearing load-carrying capacity
because the bearing surfaces are forced closer together as a result
of the increasing external load.
To understand the results, we find mathematical best-fit equations

to the data that minimize the least squares error. Best-fit equations
for the optimum lubricant film thickness are power laws of the
formHopt= aλb andHopt= aWb for the flow factor and bearing load-
carrying capacity, respectively, and appear as dotted lines in Fig. 7.
The power law form of the best-fit equations arises from the Rey-
nolds equation where the lubricant film thickness is raised to the
third power while the lubricant film pressure and flow factor are
not. The coefficient a represents the magnitude of the optimum
lubricant film thickness at a unit flow factor or bearing load-carrying
capacity, whereas the exponent b describes the effect of the bearing
operating conditions. Tables 2 and 3 list a and b for the best-fit
equations of the three texture floor profiles, as well as the R2

values to describe the goodness-of-fit.

3.3 Optimum Texture Parameters as a Function of the
Bearing Operating Conditions. Figure 8 shows the optimum

Fig. 5 (a) FEA model showing the polyethylene deformation
results; (b) the non-dimensional polyethylene deformation at
the centerline of the middle texture feature for spherical, cylindri-
cal, and conical texture floor profiles
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texture parameters as a function of the flow factor with constant
bearing load-carrying capacity (W= 4.935; Figs. 8(a) and 8(b))
and as a function of bearing load-carrying capacity with constant
flow factor (λ= 0.300; Figs. 8(c) and 8(d )), for each texture floor
profile. From Figs. 8(b) and 8(d ), we observe that the optimum
texture density increases with decreasing flow factor and increasing
bearing load-carrying capacity. However, a texture density between
Sp= 0.10–0.40 will result in a near-optimum film thickness for all
cases considered in this work. This is in agreement with the exper-
imental findings of Zhang et al. who found an optimum texture
density between 0.10 and 0.30 for texture features on a stainless
steel and UHMWPE surface, respectively [33]. From Figs. 8(a)
and 8(c), we also observe that the optimum texture aspect ratio
increases with increasing flow factor and decreasing bearing load-
carrying capacity for all texture floor profiles, following the same
trends as the optimum lubricant film thickness shown in Fig. 7.

We determine best-fit equations to predict the optimum texture
aspect ratio as a function of flow factor and as a function of
bearing load-carrying capacity and show them as dotted lines in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(c), respectively. These equations take the form of
a power law: ϵopt= aλb, and ϵopt= aWb. Tables 4 and 5 list a and
b for the best-fit equations of the three texture floor profiles, as
well as the R2 values to describe the goodness-of-fit.
Figure 8 determines the optimum texture aspect ratio as a func-

tion of flow factor (for constant W= 4.935) or as a function of
bearing load-carrying capacity (for constant λ= 0.300). We
perform multiple regression analysis to obtain equations for the
optimum aspect ratio as a function of both bearing load-carrying
capacity and flow factor. These equations take the form ϵopt=
aλbWc, where a is a coefficient describing the optimum aspect
ratio with unit flow factor and bearing load-carrying capacity, and
b and c are exponents describing the effect of the flow factor and

Fig. 6 Non-dimensional lubricant film thickness as a function of texture parameters and operating conditions. Spherical texture
featureswith (a)W=4.935 and varying λ, and (b) λ=0.300 and varyingW. Cylindrical texture features with (c)W= 4.935 and varying
λ, and (d ) λ=0.300 and varying W. Conical texture features with (e) W=4.935 and varying λ, and ( f ) λ=0.300 and varying W.
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bearing load-carrying capacity, respectively. Table 6 lists a, b, and c
for the multiple regression equations of the three texture floor pro-
files, as well as the R2 values to describe the goodness-of-fit.
Conical texture features require the largest coefficient a, indicating
that the optimum aspect ratios are greater for conical texture fea-
tures than for spherical and cylindrical texture features, as also
apparent from Fig. 8.

3.4 Comparison of Texture Floor Profiles. We describe the
different optimum texture aspect ratios for each texture floor
profile in terms of texture feature volume. The volume of a cylindri-
cal texture feature exceeds that of a spherical or conical one for a
constant texture aspect ratio. Figure 9 shows the non-dimensional
texture feature volume of the optimum texture parameters as a func-
tion of the flow factor with constant bearing load-carrying capacity
(W= 4.935) (Fig. 9(a)) and as a function of the bearing load-
carrying capacity with constant flow factor (λ= 0.300) (Fig. 9(b)).
We non-dimensionalize the texture feature volume with πrp

3,
which corresponds to the volume of a cylindrical texture feature

with an aspect ratio of 0.5, i.e., the largest volume of an axisymmet-
ric texture feature for a constant texture feature diameter. From
Fig. 9, we observe that the cylindrical texture features contain the
largest non-dimensional texture feature volume for each of the
optimum texture parameters, with the smallest texture aspect ratio
(Fig. 8). Tables 7 and 8 list a and b for the best-fit equations of
Vopt= aλb and Vopt= aWb for the three texture floor profiles, as
well as the R2 values to describe the goodness-of-fit. Note that
the exponents b are nearly identical to those listed in Tables 4
and 5, indicating that the non-dimensional texture volume is directly
related to the texture aspect ratio, and only the coefficient a changes
between the best-fit equations for texture aspect ratio and non-
dimensional texture feature volume. This is because the equation
for volume of all the axisymmetric texture features depends on
the depth, and the diameter of the texture features is accounted
for with the non-dimensionalization. The best-fit equations are
shown as dotted lines in Fig. 9.
Figure 10(a) shows the optimum texture aspect ratio as a function

of the optimum lubricant film thickness for each texture floor
profile. We observe that for each texture floor profile, a linear rela-
tionship exists between the optimum texture aspect ratio and the
optimum lubricant film thickness; i.e., the best-fit equations are of
the form ϵopt= aHopt+ b. Table 9 lists the values of the slope, a,
and intercept, b, along with the R2 values for the best-fit equations
illustrated as dotted lines in Fig. 10(a). We observe that the steepest
and shallowest slopes exist for conical and cylindrical texture fea-
tures, respectively. Thus, the conical texture features require a
greater change of texture aspect ratio than the other texture features
to initiate the same change of lubricant film thickness, because the
shape of the conical texture features also requires a greater change
of aspect ratio than the other texture features for the same change of
texture feature volume. Other studies also demonstrate a linear rela-
tionship between the depth of texture features and the resulting
lubricant film thickness [48,67]. We find the average ratio of
optimum texture aspect ratio and optimum lubricant film thickness
to be 1.51 for spherical texture features, 0.91 for cylindrical tex-
tures, and 2.25 for conical textures, closely related to the slopes
of the best-fit lines listed in Table 9. Rahmani and Rahnejat per-
formed 2D hydrodynamic lubrication simulations of textured bear-
ings and found similar ratios of optimum texture feature depth and
minimum lubricant film thickness in the range 0.80–0.85 for tex-
tures with flat floor profiles and 1.70–1.75 for texture features
with triangular (sloped) floor profiles [68].
Figure 10(b) shows the non-dimensional optimum texture feature

volume as a function of the optimum lubricant film thickness for all
texture floor profiles. We observe that the results for all three axi-
symmetric texture floor profiles collapse on top of each other.
Thus, a proportional linear relationship exists between the non-
dimensional optimum texture feature volume and the optimum
lubricant film thickness that holds true for axisymmetric texture fea-
tures, independent of the texture floor profile. The best-fit equation
to describe this linear relationship is Vopt= 1.4073Hopt+ 0.0073,
with R2= 0.9180. This best-fit equation is shown as a dotted line
in Fig. 10(b). The texture feature volume determines the lubricant
film pressure and bearing load-carrying capacity because the non-
dimensional average lubricant velocity experiences a greater
change with increasing texture feature volume for all texture floor
profiles. The importance of texture feature volume as opposed to
texture feature shape has also been shown previously for grooved
piston liners lubricated with oil [69].

Fig. 7 Optimum lubricant film thickness for each texture floor
profile as a function of (a) flow factor and (b) bearing load-
carrying capacity

Table 2 Parameters for the best-fit equations Hopt=aλb for the
data of Fig. 7(a)

a b R2

Sphere 0.1359 0.5269 0.9998
Cylinder 0.1462 0.5157 1.0000
Cone 0.1326 0.5418 0.9993

Table 3 Parameters for the best-fit equations Hopt= aWb for the
data of Fig. 7(b)

a b R2

Sphere 0.1820 −0.5890 0.9926
Cylinder 0.1994 −0.5890 0.9984
Cone 0.1686 −0.5800 0.9979
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Understanding the relationship between the non-dimensional
optimum texture feature volume and optimum lubricant film thick-
ness for axisymmetric texture features enables computing the lubri-
cant film thickness for axisymmetric texture floor profiles we have
not specifically considered before in this work. For instance, we
create an “inverse cone” axisymmetric texture feature with a step
bearing or sudden floor profile drop along the outer diameter and
a sloped gradual increase back to the center of the texture feature
(Fig. 11(a)). Based on the results shown in Fig. 10(b), we determine

that a non-dimensional texture feature volume of 0.078 achieves an
optimum lubricant film thickness of 0.050, from which we calculate
a texture aspect ratio of ϵ= 0.058 for the inverse cone texture
feature. Second, we choose an inverse cone texture aspect ratio of
ϵ= 0.050, which results in a non-dimensional texture feature
volume of 0.067, from which we compute an optimum lubricant
film thickness of 0.042. Figure 11(b) shows the non-dimensional
minimum lubricant film thickness for selected simulations with
the inverse cone texture floor profile with a texture density of
Sp = 0.20. We indicate both calculations based on Fig. 10(b) with
stars in Fig. 11(b). We observe that ϵ= 0.060 optimizes the non-
dimensional lubricant film thickness Hopt= 0.050 (computation 1)
with λ= 0.130 and W= 4.935. We also observe that the optimum
texture aspect ratio ϵ= 0.050 results in an optimum lubricant film
thickness Hopt= 0.044, which is very close to 0.042 (computation
2) with λ= 0.100 and W= 4.935. From Fig. 11(b), we observe
that the optimum texture aspect ratio increases with increasing non-
dimensional lubricant film thickness. Thus, the relationship
between the non-dimensional optimum texture feature volume
and optimum lubricant film thickness enables computing the
optimum axisymmetric texture feature parameters for specific
applications.
These results have implications for manufacturing of axisymmet-

ric surface texture designs because they demonstrate that the texture
feature volume is more important than the exact shape or floor
profile. Laser surface texturing is commonly used to create a
variety of surface texture designs [34,70]. Other methods such as
micro-milling [30], indentation [71] or electrical/chemical etching

Fig. 8 (a) Optimum texture aspect ratio and (b) optimum texture density as a function of flow factor with constant W=4.935.
(c) Optimum texture aspect ratio and (d ) optimum texture density as a function of bearing load-carrying capacity with constant
λ=0.300.

Table 4 Parameters for the best-fit curves of Fig. 8(a), ϵopt=aλb

a b R2

Sphere 0.1715 0.4920 0.9972
Cylinder 0.1076 0.4699 0.9944
Cone 0.2011 0.4124 0.9777

Table 5 Parameters for the best-fit curves of Fig. 8(c), ϵopt=aWb

a b R2

Sphere 0.2184 −0.4660 0.9756
Cylinder 0.1248 −0.4070 0.9398
Cone 0.3183 −0.5160 0.9424
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with photolithography masking [26,72] can also produce highly
controlled patterns of surface texture features with various levels
of flexibility. If the ideal cylindrical texture floor profile is unobtain-
able or prohibitively expensive with available manufacturing
methods, one can at least replicate the optimum texture volume to
achieve similar results.

3.5 Accuracy. The model we use in this work makes several
assumptions. It is valid for full-film lubrication where the entire
bearing load is carried by the lubricant film pressure and, thus,
the bearing surfaces do not make contact. The smallest lubricant
film thickness observed in our paper is comparable with the
allowable average surface roughness of polyethylene acetabular

Table 6 Parameters for the multiple regression equations to
describe optimum texture aspect ratio as a function of both
flow factor and bearing load-carrying capacity, ϵopt=aλbWc

a b c R2

Sphere 0.3799 0.5114 −0.4449 0.9935
Cylinder 0.2193 0.4970 −0.3952 0.9726
Cone 0.4914 0.4405 −0.4827 0.9692

Fig. 9 Non-dimensional texture feature volume for the different
texture floor profiles as a function of (a) flow factor with constant
bearing load-carrying capacity (W=4.935), and (b) bearing load-
carrying capacity with constant flow factor (λ=0.300)

Table 7 Parameters for the best-fit equations for non-
dimensional texture feature volume of Fig. 9(a), Vopt=aλb

a b R2

Sphere 0.1736 0.4945 0.9969
Cylinder 0.2151 0.4699 0.9944
Cone 0.1341 0.4124 0.9777

Table 8 Parameters for the best-fit equations for
non-dimensional texture feature volume of Fig. 9(b), Vopt=aWb

a b R2

Sphere 0.2255 −0.4760 0.9769
Cylinder 0.2496 −0.4070 0.9398
Cone 0.2122 −0.5160 0.9424

Fig. 10 (a) Optimum texture aspect ratio and (b) non-
dimensional optimum texture feature volume as a function of
the optimum lubricant film thickness

Table 9 Parameters for the best-fit equations, ϵopt=aH+b of
Fig. 10(a)

a b R2

Sphere 1.3441 0.0061 0.9710
Cylinder 0.6826 0.0104 0.9324
Cone 1.9126 0.0092 0.9714
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liners and much larger than the allowable average surface rough-
ness of metal and ceramic femoral heads, per ISO 7206-2 [73].
Others have shown that prosthetic hip implants operate in a full-
film lubrication regime during the swing phase of the gait cycle
[74,75]. Optimum texture features will maximize the lubricant
film thickness during swing phase and help maintain full-film
lubrication into a larger portion of the gait cycle than when no
texture is present, to reduce friction and wear in prosthetic hip
implants.
The assumptions inherent to the Reynolds equation (thin film,

steady-state, laminar flow, isothermal, iso-viscous, and abundant
lubricant supply) also apply to our model. We do not consider
several phenomena that are known to occur in real prosthetic hip
implants, such as lubricating protein contributions [76,77] or
shear-thinning lubricant behavior [75]. We also employ a simplified
cavitation model that is less accurate than more advanced mass-
conserving algorithms [78–80]. Accounting for these phenomena
will increase the accuracy of the lubricant film pressure and lubri-
cant film thickness computations.
However, the intent of this paper is not to predict the exact value

of the lubricant film pressure or thickness, but rather to evaluate
how the different texture floor designs change the lubricant film
thickness, relative to each other. Accounting for elastic deformation
of the polyethylene surface affects the lubricant film pressure [53]
and increases the bearing surface separation. We found that chang-
ing Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the polyethylene
surface does not affect the optimum texture parameters. Ultimately,
for the parameters evaluated in this paper, this results in a similar
lubricant film thickness than those obtained from HL models of
bearings in full-film lubrication. However, the surface deformation
is important to understand the stress, strain, and wear of the bearing
materials [48].

4 Conclusions
We conclude that the following:

(1) Under constant bearing operating conditions, the cylindrical
texture features create the thickest lubricant film because the
texture floor profile with a step bearing at the texture inlet and
outlet leads to maximum and most abrupt change in the
average lubricant velocity and, correspondingly higher
local lubricant film pressure than the texture floor profiles
with wedge bearings, where the average lubricant velocity
changes gradually across the texture feature.

(2) We determine the optimum texture aspect ratio as a function
of the bearing operating conditions for each texture floor
profile. A proportional relationship exists between the
optimum texture aspect ratio and the optimum lubricant
film thickness. The proportionality constant varies with the
texture floor profile, as conical microtexture features
require a larger aspect ratio than a cylindrical texture
feature to obtain the same texture feature volume.

(3) For the optimum texture parameters, the texture feature
volume maintains a proportional relationship with the lubri-
cant film thickness, independent of the texture floor profile,
because the texture feature volume determines the lubricant
film pressure and bearing load-carrying capacity.
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Nomenclature
c = nominal bearing surface separation, m
e = strain tensor
C = stiffness tensor
E = Young’s modulus, Pa
U = relative sliding velocity between both bearing

surfaces, m/s
V = non-dimensional texture feature volume
W = non-dimensional load-carrying capacity,

��
P(X,Y)

dXdY=Pavg

hp = depth of texture feature, m
p0 = atmospheric pressure, Pa
r1 = half-length of imaginary square cell around each

texture feature, m
rp = radius of texture feature, m

Dmin = minimum non-dimensional polyethylene deformation
Hmin = minimum non-dimensional lubricant film thickness
Hopt = optimum non-dimensional lubricant film thickness
Sp = texture density, πr2p/4r

2
1

Sp max = maximum texture density, π/4
Sp opt = optimum texture density
Vopt = optimum non-dimensional texture feature volume

d(x,y) = polyethylene deformation, m
D(X,Y) = non-dimensional polyethylene deformation, d/2rp
h(x,y) = local lubricant film thickness, m
H(X,Y) = non-dimensional local lubricant film thickness, h/c

(simulation), or h/2rp (results)
p(x,y) = local lubricant film pressure, Pa

Fig. 11 (a) Schematic of the inverse cone texture feature;
(b) non-dimensional minimum lubricant film thickness from
the inverse cone texture feature as a function of texture
aspect ratio, for different values of the flow factor (with Sp=
0.20 and W=4.935), showing computations based on
Fig. 10(b) as stars
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P(X,Y) = non-dimensional local lubricant film pressure, p/p0
Uavg(X,Y) = non-dimensional local average lubricant film velocity

x, y = Cartesian coordinates, m
X, Y = non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, x/rp, y/rp

δ = non-dimensional nominal bearing surface separation,
c/2rp

ϵ = texture aspect ratio, hp/2rp
ϵopt = optimum texture aspect ratio
λ = flow factor, 3µU/2rpp0
µ = dynamic viscosity, Pa·s
ν = Poisson’s ratio
σ = Cauchy stress tensor
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